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Experimental HPC

High Performance Computing is a diverse field that overlaps with
many fundamental CS fields: hardware, networking, algorithms,
systems, languages.
Almost all HPC research has some experimental component

Run code on actual HPC platforms
Measure things
Draw conclusions

A key pillar of experimental science is reproducibility
I read a research article and I can reproduce its experiments
Reproducing results is a valuable contribution to the field!

Not so in HPC, and in fact not so in computing in general...
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Reproducibility in Computing Research?

"It’s impossible to verify most of the results that computational
scientists present at conferences and in papers" [Donoho et al.,
2009]
"Scientific and mathematical journals are filled with pretty pictures
of computational experiments that the reader has no hope of
repeating" [LeVeque, 2009]

Part of the problem is that papers only shourpru the tip of the
iceberg...
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Tip of the Iceberg is all we have?

"Published documents are merely
the advertisement of scholarship
whereas the computer programs,
input data, parameter values, etc.
embody the scholarship itself"
[Schwab et al., 2007]
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How Difficult is it to Dive below the Surface?

In 2014, Collberg et al. (and a large team of students/researchers)
have taken recent "computer systems" papers (SOSP, VLDB,
OSDI, ...) and have attempted to reproduce the research:

Figure 6: Study result. Blue numbers represent papers that were excluded from consideration,
green numbers papers that are reproducible, red numbers papers that are non-reproducible, and
orange numbers represent papers for which we could not conclusively determine reproducibility
(due to our restriction of sending at most one email to each author).

4.1 Does NSF Funding A↵ect Sharing?

The National Science Foundation’s (NSF) Grant Policy Manual6 states that

b. Investigators are expected to share with other researchers, at no more than incre-
mental cost and within a reasonable time, the primary data, samples, physical
collections and other supporting materials created or gathered in the course of
work under NSF grants. Grantees are expected to encourage and facilitate such
sharing. [. . . ]

c. Investigators and grantees are encouraged to share software and inventions created
under the grant or otherwise make them or their products widely available and
usable.

d. NSF normally allows grantees to retain principal legal rights to intellectual property
developed under NSF grants to provide incentives for development and dissemi-
nation of inventions, software and publications that can enhance their usefulness,
accessibility and upkeep. Such incentives do not, however, reduce the responsi-
bility that investigators and organizations have as members of the scientific and
engineering community, to make results, data and collections available to other
researchers.

Even so, we see no di↵erence between those authors who are supported by the NSF and those who
are not, in their willingness to share.

6http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/manuals/gpm05_131/
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E-mails Excerpts in Collberg et al.

("Here is some code, good luck")
Attached is the system source code of our algorithm. I’m not very sure
whether it is the final version of the code used in our paper, but it
should be at least 99% close. Hope it will help.

("Stay tuned...")
Unfortunately the current system is not mature enough at the moment,
so it’s not yet publicly available. [...]. However, once things stabilize we
plan to release it to outside users.

("Never planned on giving code")
I am afraid that the source code was never released. The code was
never intended to be released so is not in any shape for general use.
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E-mails Excerpts in Collberg et al.

("Student has left")
I’m going to redirect you to [MAIN STUDENT], as he was the grad
student who did the actual work. We haven’t stayed in touch and I
don’t have his current email address, but you can probably ping him
over LinkedIn.

("To complex for you to use")
Our simulator is very complex, and continues to become more complex
as more PhD students add more pieces to it. The result is that without
a lot of hand holding by senior PhD students, even our own junior PhD
students would find it unusable. [...] So I finally had to establish the
policy that we will not provide the source code outside the group.
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E-mails Excerpts in Collberg et al.

("Code was lost")
Unfortunately, the server in which my implementation was stored had a
disk crash in April and three disks crashed simultaneously.

("Unavailable commercial components")
We implemented and tested our sparse analysis technique on top of a
commercialized static analysis tool. So, the current implementation is
not open to public.

("I don’t have time for this")
I do not have the bandwidth to help anyone come up to speed on this
stuff.
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Reproducibility in HPC Research?

The "Iceberg" picture may not be true in all fields of computing
But it is definitely true for Systems research (see Collberg et al.
2014), and thus in most of HPC research

Machines are large, complex, and expensive
Software stacks are very deep, and sometimes not easy to clone
Everything is prone to myriad configuration "features", to which
experimental results are sensitive

In fact, understanding reality (let alone reproducing it!!) can be
extremely difficult
Let’s see an example...
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MapReduce Executions

Grid5K testbed, Orsay cluster

MR Application: TeraSort (#hosts = 60; file size: 37.5GiB to 450GiB)

Below are heat maps of Map times (red is slow, yellow is fast)

Note the "vertical waves" that correspond to slowdowns synchronized
across hosts!

We could not reproduce this on any other similar cluster for a year

And then finally, we did, on exactly the same hardware

Reason: SATA disks saturated by Reduce, brings down the machine,
which reboots
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Lesson

The previous slide may be dismissed as "just a bad case"
But the only reason we even observed this behavior was because
we were attempting to validate our simulation models
Had we been simply been running MR for some research goal,
without looking at the distribution of map times (e.g., just an
average), we could have published un-reproducible results without
ever knowing it
How do you know that your experimental setup is "typical"?

Having access to several setups is a good way to answer this
question
Could be difficult if the setup needs to be "some massive HPC
resource with a particular network topology"
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Reproducibility in Systems/HPC is Hard!

1 Results may not be as reproducible as their authors may think,
due to "features" of their experimental setup

Like in our MapReduce example
2 One may not have access to a sufficiently similar experimental

setup
In terms of software and/or hardware

3 Even if everything is detailed, the amount of work necessary to
reproduce results could de enormous

But that’s true in all experimental sciences
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Reproducibility in Systems/HPC is Hard! (2)

Making the whole research reproducible is a lot of work
You don’t want to show Figure 2 above :)

Making part of the research reproducible is being done
increasingly, but it is not sufficient

Giving the final raw data and the scripts to generate the plots in the
paper does not make the research reproducible
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A Cultural Change?

A cultural change is needed in HPC (and Systems at large)
Making research reproducible must be viewed as valuable activity,
in spite of the amount of work/time needed

Training of young researchers
Rejection of non-reproducible work, enforcing of reproducibility
Institutional change to value "reproducing research" contributions
Publications dedicated to reproducibility?
Popularization of standard tools can help (e.g., IPython Notebook)

There are already (surprisingly recent?) promising efforts
General community: ACM Task Force on Data, Software, and
Reproducibility in Publication
HPC community: XSEDE Reproducibility Workshop, 2014
HPC community: 1st International Workshop on Reproducibility in
Parallel Computing, 2014

But cultural changes are hard to enact... What can we do to make
it easier?
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Simulation to the Rescue

One way to make reproducibility easier: simulation
Simulation is pure software, so it should not be subject to
hardware weirdness, does not require access to any particular
hardware platform, can be easily packaged and distributed, and is
reproducible by definition
Furthermore, simulation can be used to explore hypothetical
scenarios beyond the constraints of available hardware/software
Bottom line: Simulation should make it easier to publish
reproducible results, trivial to reproduce results, and
straightforward to extrapolate results to other scenarios

The barrier to the "cultural change" is lowered
But it is still there: [Naicken et al. 2006] surveyed 141 papers in the
Peer-to-Peer area; they found that 50% of simulation-based papers
don’t even mention which simulator is used and that 30% use a
"custom" simulator.
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Simulation for HPC?

Simulation is already mainstream is several fields of Computer
Science

Computer Architecture: cycle-accurate simulators
Networking: packet-level simulators

The above are accepted as de-facto standards for obtaining valid
(and reproducible!) research results in those communities

Whether they are really valid/accurate, is not often questioned, but
outside the scope of this talk ,

Our objective: produce a similar "de-facto standard" simulation
framework for HPC research, which is not easy:

It should be accurate (that goes without saying)
It should be fast and scalable (because we want to simulate large
systems with heavy workloads over long periods of time)
These two concerns typically conflict with each other
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Accurate Fine-Grain Simulation

The main concern with simulation is accuracy
Do simulation results match up with the real world?

There are 3 kinds of complex systems to simulate:
1 Compute devices (multi-core compute nodes)
2 Network interconnects (wide-area networks and cluster

interconnects, network protocols)
3 Storage devices (hard drives, SSDs, SANs, NAS, distributed file

systems, etc.)
The way to achieve accuracy: fine-grain discrete-event simulations
that capture minute details of these systems

Cycle-accurate simulations of CPUs (e.g., SESC)
Packet-accurate simulations of networks (e.g., NS3)
Block-accurate simulations of storage systems (e.g., DiskSim)
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Accurate Fine-Grain Simulation (2)

The generally accepted wisdom is that the more detailed the
simulator, the more accurate it is
One key difficulty with such simulators is parameter instantiation
One example in the context of packet-level network simulation:

[Lucio et al. 2003] do a comparison of Opnet and NS-2 vs. a real
network testbed: “The results show the necessity of fine-tuning the
parameters within a simulator so that it closely tracks the behavior
of a real network."

In other words, one needs extremely good knowledge of the
details of a system to simulate that system well

The danger is that simulator users will simply use "default values"
and thus base their research on flawed simulation results

But even assuming that one calibrates the simulators perfectly,
there is a huge problem with using them for HPC research...
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Simulation Speed and Scalability

The more detailed a simulator, the higher its CPU and RAM
requirements, the lower its speed and scalability

The simulation time and the simulation memory footprint scales
with the number of simulated objects (number of packets, number
of cycles, number of disk blocks)

In HPC, the simulated systems are large (many devices) and the
workloads are large (long running applications, lots of data)
One of the goals of simulation is to run large numbers of
(statistically significant) experiments for many scenarios
Therefore, simulation speed and simulation scalability of the
“detailed discrete-event simulation” is prohibitively low for HPC
research
There are really two ways to handle this problem...
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Slow/Large Simulation? Throw Hardware at it!

Simply run the simulation itself on a cluster!

Several MPI simulators have taken this approach:
MPI-SIM [Prakash et al., 2002]: Parallel Discrete Event Simulation
(PDES)

Well-known difficult issues of simulation coherence and
synchronization (a research area on its own)

MPI-NetSim [Penoff et al., 2009]: Run the unmodified application
code on a cluster, and simulate the network via packet-level

Must slow down the computation to allow the network simulation to
keep up

[Leon et al., 2009]: Cycle-accurate simulator on each cluster node
And use a network simulator, which can be very slow because the
slowest part of the system is the cycle-accurate simulation
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Slow/Large Simulation? Throw Hardware at it! (2)

One problem: to simulate a system at scale n, I need a system at
scale n

This doesn’t help the reproducibility problems of “I don’t have
access to a sufficiently similar platform"
And what about more complex platforms with wide-area networks?

In the above, the simulation time is on par with or higher than the
simulated time

One of the appeals of simulation is that one can run very large
numbers of experiments
So we’d hope for low simulation time /simulated time ratio!

Wouldn’t it be nice if I could run the simulation on a laptop?
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Slow/Large Simulation? Simulate Less!

For HPC research, what we care about are macroscopic
behaviors

How long does this computation take?
How long does this data transfer take?

Macroscopic behavior emerges from microscopic behavior, but
perhaps we don’t need to simulate microscopic behavior

Goal: design macroscopic simulation models that are:
1 Accurate (i.e., capture macroscopic behaviors well)
2 Fast/Scalable (i.e., mathematical instead of procedural)

Question: can we even do this?
Answer: yes, but it’s not easy...
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Simulating Point-to-Point MPI Communications

Let us focus on MPI simulation
After all, what’s more "mainstream" in HPC than MPI
communications?

Let’s look first at point-to-point communications
Luckily, researchers have been trying to model this for decades...
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The LogP Model Family

[Culler et al., 1993] introduced the LogP model
L: network latency
o: CPU overhead of sending/receiving
g: gap in between two message transfers at either end
P: number of processors

[Alexandrov et al., 1995]: LogGP model to help for long messages
G: gap for long messages (G > o)

[Kielmann et al., 2000]: Parameterized LogP
Parameters depend on message size, to account for non-linear /
non-continuous behaviors
Different overheads at sender and receiver

[Ino et al., 2001]: LogGPS adds two new parameters: S and s
S: message length threshold above which communication is
synchronous
s: message length threshold above which messages are packetized
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The LogGPS Model

Pr

T3T2T1

Ps

T2

Ps

T4 T1T5 T3

tr

ts

Pr

Asynchronous mode (k ≤ S) Rendez-vous mode (k >S)

T1 = o+kOs T2 =

{
L + kg if k <s
L + sg + (k − s)G otherwise

T3 = o+kOr T4 = max(L+o, tr−ts)+o T5 = 2o + L
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The LogGPS Model applied to MPI?

Pr

T3T2T1

Ps

T2

Ps

T4 T1T5 T3

tr

ts

Pr

Asynchronous mode (k ≤ S) Rendez-vous mode (k >S)

Routine Condition Cost
MPI_Send k ≤ S T1

k > S T4 + T5 + T1
MPI_Recv k ≤ S max(T1 + T2 − (tr − ts), 0) + T3

k > S max(o + L− (tr − ts), 0) + o+
T5 + T1 + T2 + T3

MPI_Isend o
MPI_Irecv o
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Using LogGPS for Simulation?

LogGPS was proposed as a way to model and reason about
parallel machines, but why not use it for simulation?
And, yes, MPI point-to-point communication "in the wild" looks
very “LogGPS-like":
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Bad news: Contention, Topology, Protocols

A piece-wise linear model (which ressembles LogGPS) may be a
good approximation for point-to-point communication on HPC
interconnects in the 90’s
But it ignores crucial factors in today’s platforms

Network contention
Network topologies

Bottom line: We need to do more work to simulate modern
platforms well!
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Computing Bandwidth Allocations

In packet-level simulations, macroscopic contention and topology
effects emerge from “microscopic” packet movements
How can we get the macroscopic without doing the microscopic?
Formal probem: Given a topology with network links of known
latency and bandwidth, given a set of end-to-end flows, (and given
a network protocol,) what bandwidth does each flow achieve?
This question can be answered in a steady-state approach

And can be used to approximate instantaneous bandwidth
allocations
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Formal problem

Problem (Constraints)
F a set of flows, L a set of links
Bl is the bandwidth of l ∈ L
ρf is the bandwidth allocated to f ∈ F

∀l ∈ L,
∑

f ∈ F going through l

ρf ≤ Bl

Objective: compute realistic ρf ’s

We call the above a “flow-level model”
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Computing realistic bandwidths

Solving the previous problem has been studied for TCP

Bottom-up approach:
Reason about the microscopic behavior of TCP
Infer its macroscopic behavior

Top-down approach:
Propose a reasonable model of macroscopic behavior
Instantiate it empirically
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Bottom-up Modeling

TCP uses a congestion window that bounds the number of
in-flight packets for a flow, for congestion control

The well-known additive increase and multiplicative decrease
By reasoning about the network size, Low et al. [J. ACM 2002],
[IEEE TN 2003] propose bottom flow-level models

Discrete reasoning about the window size evolution w.r.t time
Assume continuity and write a differential equation
Using Lyapunov functions, formalize optimization problems

Note that the models were never intended for simulation, but "just"
to reason about network protocols
Let’s look at them anyway...
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The bottom-up model by Low et al.

TCP Reno, RED

maximize
∑
f∈F

√
2

df
arctan

(
dfρf√

2

)
subject to ∀l ∈ L,

∑
f ∈ F going through l

ρf ≤ Bl

TCP Vegas, Droptail

maximize
∑
f∈F

df log(ρf )

subject to ∀l ∈ L,
∑

f ∈ F going through l

ρf ≤ Bl
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A top-down Bandwidth Sharing Model

With top-down modeling one hypothesizes a flow-level model, and
then proves it is valid empirically
Such a model is Max-Min fairness:

Max-Min Fairness Optimization Problem
maximize min

f∈F
ρf

subject to ∀l ∈ L,
∑

f ∈ F going through l

ρf ≤ Bl

Intuition: “Makes the least happy flow as happy as possible”
what a network should do to be as fair as possible?

It is known that TCP does not implement Max-min fairness, but
authors have argued it’s sometimes a reasonable approximation
[Chiu, 1999], [Casanova and Marchal, 2002]
Easily computed via a simple recursive algorithm...
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Max-min Fairness Example

Link 0

Link 2

Link 1

Link 4

Link 3Flow 1

Flow 2

B0 = 1 n0 = 1
B1 = 100 n1 = 2
B2 = 100 n2 = 1
B3 = 100 n3 = 1
B4 = 100 n4 = 1
ρ1 = ?
ρ2 = ?

Link 0 is limiting (highest ratio of #flows to bandwidth capacity)
As a result, ρ2 = 1

We update the links’ bandwidths capacities, and "peel off" Flow 2
because it is bandwidth-limited
We get to a new system...
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Max-min Fairness Example

Link 0

Link 2

Link 1

Link 4

Link 3Flow 1

Flow 2

B0 = 0 n0 = 0
B1 = 100 n1 = 1
B2 = 99 n2 = 1
B3 = 100 n3 = 1
B4 = 99 n4 = 0
ρ1 = ?
ρ2 = 1

Link 2 is limiting (highest ratio of #flows to bandwidth capacity)
As a result, ρ1 = 99

We update the links’ bandwidths capacities, and "peel off" Flow 2
because it is bandwidth-limited
We get to a new system...
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Max-min Fairness Example

Link 0

Link 2

Link 1

Link 4

Link 3Flow 1

Flow 2

B0 = 0 n0 = 0
B1 = 1 n1 = 0
B2 = 0 n2 = 0
B3 = 1 n3 = 0
B4 = 99 n4 = 0
ρ1 = 99
ρ2 = 1

Bandwidth allocations are fully computed
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Max-min Fairness and TCP?

One well-known feature of TCP: it is RTT-unfair

RTT = 5

RTT = 3 RTT = 3 RTT = 3

On each shared bottleneck link: 3/7, 5/7

Can we modify our model to account for this behavior?
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RTT-unfair Max-min Fairness

Weighted Max-Min fairness to account for RTT-unfairness

Problem
maximize min

f∈F
Lf ρf

subject to:
∀f ∈ F , Lf =

∑
l traversed by f

Ll

∀l ∈ L,
∑

f going through l

ρf ≤ Bl
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RTT-unfair, Windowed Max-min Fairness

Let’s also use the maximum window size, W, to bound the number
of in-flight packets

Problem
maximize min

f∈F
Lf ρf

subject to:
∀f ∈ F , Lf =

∑
l traversed by f

Ll

∀l ∈ L,
∑

f going through l

ρf ≤ Bl

∀f ∈ F , ρf ≤ W/(2Lf )
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Refining the Model

Results in [ Fujiwara and Casanova, NSTools’07 ] show that this
model is decent, but has limits
In [Velho and Legrand, Simutools’09]:

Generate many (random) test topologies
Generate many random flows between random end-points
Compare flow-level results to packet-level results
Gain insight into what tuning parameters should be added
Estimate parameter values using maximum likelihood

This leads to a new model...
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The full model in [Velho and Legrand, Simutools’09]

Problem
maximize min

f∈F
Lf ρf

subject to:
∀f ∈ F , Lf =

∑
l traversed by f

Ll +
γ

Bl

∀l ∈ L,
∑

f going through l

ρf ≤ β × Bl

∀f ∈ F , ρf ≤ W / (2Lf )

tf = α Lf + Sf / ρf

γ is for high congestion scenarios, β is to cap peak achievable
transfer rate, α is to account for TCP slow start
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Going even Further?

Good values for α, β, and γ are determined based on hundreds of
experiments comparing packet-level to flow-level results
Results are really good, but occasionally, some flow in some test
case will experience a discrepancy by up to a factor 20!
It turns out that this is due to reverse traffic behavior
We can modify our model...
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The Full Model in [ Velho et al. TOMACS 2013 ]

Our Most Sophisticated Model
maximize min

f∈F
Lf ρf

subject to:
∀f ∈ F , Lf =

∑
l traversed by f

Ll +
γ

Bl

∀l ∈ L,
∑

f going through l

ρf + ε

 ∑
f ’s ack going through l

ρf

 ≤ β × Bl

∀f ∈ F , ρf ≤ W / (2Lf )

tf = α Lf + Sf / ρf

This model is the best we’ve been able to achieve (it doesn’t work
in corner cases, e.g., very high congestion cases)
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Putting it all together

We have an empirical model for MPI point-to-point communication
Piece-wise linear fit to real-world experiments

We have an empirical flow-level models for topology and
contention

With parameters whose values come from fits to packet-level results

We put them together!

But what about collective communications?
Broadcast, Gather/Scatter, All-to-All, etc.
The bread-and-butter of MPI programs
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Collective Communication

Previous modeling and simulation efforts have relied on monolithic
collective communication models
We make the claim that our combined model is good enough to do
the following:

Simply implement the collective communications as sequences of
point-to-point communications
Use our model to compute bandwidth allocations and
communication delays
Measure the completion time of the last communication

The advantage, if it works, is that we can capture minute details of
collective communication implementations

The notion of "simulating a broadcast" is vague at best
Instead we simulate the broadcast as implemented in OpenMPI
v1.6, with all its bells, whistles, warts

So.... does it work?
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The Grid5K graphene cluster

than ad hoc simulators [17], [35] and to handle simulations
with up to two millions of processes [35] without resorting
to a parallel machine. In this section we describe SMPI in
greater detail, focusing first on its general approach and then
later highlighting some of these features.

Full simulation of a distributed application, including CPU
and network emulation, induces high overheads, and for many
cases it can be even more resource intensive than direct
experimentation. This, coupled with the fact that a major
goal in many simulations is to study the behavior of large-
scale applications on systems that may not be available to
researchers, means that there is considerable interest in more
efficient approaches. The two most widely applied of these
are off-line simulation and partial on-line simulation, both of
which are available through SMPI.

In off-line simulation or "post-mortem analysis" the ap-
plication to be studied is instrumented before being in a
real-world environment. Data about the program execution,
including periods of computation, the start and end of any
communication events, and possibly additional information
such as the memory footprint at various points in time, is
logged to a trace file. These traces can then be "replayed"
in a simulated environment, considering different "what-if?"
scenarios such as a faster or slower network, or more or
less powerful processors on some nodes. This trace replay is
usually much faster than direct execution, as the computation
and communications are not actually executed but abstracted
as trace events. A number of tools [2], [24], [40], [32], [46],
[23], including SMPI, support the off-line approach.

Off-line simulation carries with it a number of caveats: It
assumes that programs are essentially deterministic, and each
node will execute the same sequence of computation and com-
munication events regardless of the order in which messages
are received. A bigger challenge is that it is extremely difficult
to predict the result of changing the number of nodes–while
there is considerable interest and research in this area [24],
[44], [9], the difficulty of predicting the execution profile of
programs in general, and the fact that both applications and
MPI implementations are likely to vary their behavior based on
problem and message size, suggests that reliably guaranteeing
results that are accurate within any reasonable bound may
be impossible in the general case. Another problem with
this approach is that instrumentation of the program can add
delays, particularly if the program carries out large numbers
of fine-grained network communications, and if this is not
carefully accounted for then the captured trace may not be
representative of the program in its "natural" state.

By contrast, the on-line approach relies on the execution
of the program within a carefully-controlled real-world envi-
ronment: computational sections are executed in full speed on
the available hardware, but timing and delivery of messages
are determined by the simulation environment (in the case
of SMPI this is provided by SimGrid). This approach is
much faster than full emulation (although slower than trace
replay), yet preserves the proper ordering of computation
and communication events. This is the standard approach

1-39 40-74 105-14475-104

1G
10G

Figure 2. The graphene cluster: a hierarchical Ethernet-based cluster.

for SMPI, and a number of other simulation toolkits and
environments also followed this approach [33], [16], [3], [37].

To support simulations at very large scale, SMPI allows for
shadow execution and to trade off accuracy for simulation
speed by benchmarking the execution of program blocks a
limited number of time, while skipping these blocks later on
and inserting a computation time in the simulated system clock
based on the benchmarked value. This corrupts the solution
produced by the application, but for data independent appli-
cations (those whose behavior does not depend on the results
of the computations) this is likely to result in a reasonably
accurate execution profile. A related technique, also provided
by SMPI, is memory folding, whereby multiple simulated
processes can share a single copy of the same malloc’d data
structure. Again, this can corrupt results and potentially result
in inconsistent or illegal data values, but allows larger scale
simulations than what would be possible otherwise, and may
be reasonable for a large class of parallel applications. These
features are disabled by default, and have to be enabled by
an expert user by adding annotations to the application source
code. Potential areas for future work include improving this
process so that it can be semi-automated, and building more
sophisticated models based on benchmarked values.

IV. A "HYBRID" NETWORK MODEL

In this section, we report some issues that we encountered
when comparing the predictions given by existing models
to real measurement on a commodity cluster with a hierar-
chical Ethernet-based interconnection network. The observed
discrepancies motivate the definition of a new hybrid model
building upon LogGPS and fluid models, that captures all the
relevant effects observed during this study. All the presented
experiments were conducted on the graphene cluster of the
Grid’5000 experimental testbed [21], [8]. This cluster com-
prises 144 2.53GHz Quad-Core Intel Xeon x3440 nodes spread
across four cabinets, and interconnected by a hierarchy of 10
Gigabit Ethernet switches (see Figure 2).

A. Point-to-point communication model

As described previously in Section II, models in the LogP
family resort to piece-wise linear functions to account for
features such as protocol overhead, switch latency, and the
overlap of computation and communication. In the LogGPS
model [26] the time spent in the MPI_Send and MPI_Recv
functions is modeled as a continuous linear function for small
messages (o + kOs or o + kOr). Unfortunately, as illustrated
in Figure 4, this model is unable to account for the full

a cluster or cluster-like environment the mutual interactions
between send and receive operations cannot safely be ignored.

To quantify the impact of network contention of a point-
to-point communication between two processors in a same
cabinet, we artificially create contention and measure the
bandwidth as perceived by the sender and the receiver. We
place ourselves in the large message mode where the highest
bandwidth usage is observed and transfer 4 MiB messages.

In a first experiment we increase the number of concurrent
transfers from 1 to 19, i.e., half the size of the first cabinet.
As the network switch is well dimensioned, this experiment
does not create contention: We observe no bandwidth degra-
dation on either the sender side or the receiver side. Our
second experiment uses concurrent MPI_Sendrecv transfers
instead of unidirectional transfers. We increase the number of
concurrent bidirectional transfers from 1 to 19 and measure
the bandwidth on the sender (Bs) and receiver (Br) side. A
single-port model, as assumed by LogP-based models, would
lead to Bs + Br = B on average since both directions
strictly alternate. A multi-port model, as assumed by other
delay models, would estimate that Bs + Br = 2 ⇥ B since
communications would not interfere with each other. However,
both fail to model what actually happens, as we observe that
Bs + Br ⇡ 1.5 ⇥ B on this cluster.

We model this bandwidth sharing effect by enriching the
simulated cluster description. Each node is provided with three
links: an uplink and a downlink, so that send and receive
operations share the available bandwidth separately in each
direction; and a specific limiter link, whose bandwidth is
1.5 ⇥ B, shared by all the flows to and from this processor.

Preliminary experiments on other clusters show that this
contention parameter seems constant for a given platform, with
a value somewhere between 1 and 2. Such value somehow cor-
responds to the effective limitation due to the card capacity and
the protocol overhead. Determining this parameter requires
benchmarking each cluster as described in this section. Our
set of experiments is available on the previously indicated
web page. We are currently working on a more generic
benchmarking solution that one could easily use to determine
the exact contention factor for any cluster.

This modification is not enough to model contention at
the level of the whole graphene cluster. As described in
Figure 2, it is composed of four cabinets interconnected
through 10Gb links. Experiments show that these links become
limiting when shared between several concurrent pair-wise
communications between cabinets. This effect corresponds to
the switch backplane and to the protocol overhead and is
captured by describing the interconnection of two cabinets as
three distinct links (uplink, downlink, and limiter link). The
bandwidth of this third link is set to 13 Gb as measured.

The resulting topology is depicted on Figure 5 and is easily
described in a compact way within SimGrid. Since SimGrid,
on which SMPI is based, is a versatile simulator, incorporating
further levels of hierarchy or more complex interconnections
if needed would be easy [7].
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Figure 5. Modeling the graphene cluster: rectangles represent capacity con-
straints. Grayed rectangles represent constraints involved in a communication
from node to node 40 to node 104.

C. Collective communications model

Many MPI applications spend a significant amount of time
in collective communication operations. They are thus crucial
to application performance. Several algorithms exist for each
collective operation, each of them exhibiting very different
performance depending on various parameters such as the
network topology, the message size, and the number of com-
municating processes [19]. A given algorithm can commonly
be almost an order of magnitude faster than another in a given
setting and yet slower than this same algorithm in another
setting. Every widely-used MPI implementation thus provides
several algorithms for each collective operation and carefully
selects the best one at runtime. For instance, OpenMPI pro-
vides a dozen distinct algorithms for the MPI_Alltoall
function, and the code to select the right algorithm for a given
setting is several thousand lines long. Note that the selection
logic of the various MPI implementations is highly dependent
on the implementation and generally embedded deep within
the source code.

Our [in]validation experiments quickly highlighted the im-
portance of adhering as closely as possible to this logic. Hence
SMPI now implements all the collective algorithms and selec-
tion logics of both OpenMPI and MPICH and even a few other
collective algorithms from Star MPI [19]. Deciding which
selector and which algorithms are used can be specified from
command line, which allows users to test within simulation
whether replacing a default algorithm by another may help or
not on a particular combination of platform/application.

V. MODEL [IN]VALIDATION EXPERIMENTS

A. Methodology

All the experiments presented hereafter have been done
on the graphene cluster that was described in the previous
section. The studied MPI applications were compiled and
linked using OpenMPI 1.6. For comparison with simulated
executions purposes, we instrumented these applications with
TAU [38]. The simulated executions have been performed
either off-line or on-line as SMPI supports both modes. The
file describing the simulated version of the graphene cluster
was instantiated with values obtained independently from the
studied applications. We used the techniques detailed in the
previous section to obtain these values. In what follows we
compare execution times measured on the graphene cluster to
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MPI_Alltoall (log scale)

Figure 8. Two seconds Gantt-chart of the real execution of a class B instance
of CG for 128 process.

seconds. We can see two outstanding zones of MPI_Send and
MPI_Wait. Such operations typically take few microseconds
to less than a millisecond. Here they take 0.2 seconds. Our
guess is that, due to a high congestion, the switch drops
packets and slows down one (or several) process to the point
where it stops sending until a timeout of .2 seconds is reached.
Because of the communication pattern, blocking one process
impacts all the other processes. This phenomenon occurs
24 times leading to a delay of 4.86 seconds. Without this
bad behavior, the real execution would take 9.55 seconds,
which is extremely close to the 9.85 seconds prediction of
the hybrid model and would allow the effective speedup to
match perfectly its prediction. The same phenomenon is also
present for class C although it is less noticeable. In both cases,
the speedup shape predicted by the hybrid model is non-trivial
since it comprises a plateau from 32 to 64 nodes. Such shape
can actually be well explained by the hierarchical structure
of its communication pattern and how it maps to the network
topology. The LogGPS model fails at modeling such aspects
and would predict an excellent scaling.

Although we do not know for sure yet, we think the timeout
issues we encountered could be somehow similar to what
is known as the TCP incast problem and which has been
observed in cloud environments [11]. Such delays are linked
to the default TCP re-transmission timeout, which is equal
to .2s by default in Linux. Although such value has recently
been decreased from 1s to .2s to adapt with recent evolution
of Internet characteristics, it remains inadequate for a cluster.
Such protocol collapse would clearly need to be fixed in a
production environment and we are currently investigating
whether decreasing the TCP re-transmission timeout to a
drastically smaller value than .2 seconds would help or not
as it is not clear that HPC variants of TCP would really help
solving such issue.

C. Collective Communications

The NAS parallel benchmarks do not heavily rely on MPI
collective communication primitives but instead implement a
static communication pattern. We conduct the (in)validation
with the study of an isolated MPI collective operation at
a time. On medium size clusters, simple operations like
broadcast only incur minor network contention toward the
end of the operation and may thus be correctly predicted
with simple models like LogGPS. Therefore, although we
conducted similar studies for most commonly used operations,

we only report the results for the MPI_Alltoall function
as it is the most likely to be impacted by network contention.
Here we aim at assessing the validity of contention modeling
as the message size varies rather than the impact of using
different algorithms. To this end, although we extended SMPI
so that it implements all the collective algorithms and selection
logics of both OpenMPI and MPICH, we enforce the use of a
single algorithm, i.e., the pairwise-exchange algorithm [39],
for all message sizes. We ran the experiment five times
in a row and only kept the best execution time for each
message size. Indeed, we noticed that the first communication
is always significantly slower than the subsequent ones, which
tends to indicate that TCP requires some warm-up time. This
phenomenon has also been noticed in experiments assessing
the validity of the BigSIM simulation toolkit, where the same
workaround was applied.
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Figure 9. Comparison between simulated and actual execution times for the
MPI_Alltoall operation.

Figure 9 shows (in logarithmic scale) the evolution of
simulated and actual execution times for the MPI_Alltoall
operation when the number of MPI processes varies for the
three network models. Results are presented for two message
sizes: medium messages of 100 kiB and large messages of
4 MiB. We can see that for large messages, the hybrid and
fluid models both achieve excellent predictions (within 10%).
Unsurprisingly, the LogGPS model is overly optimistic in such
setting and completely underestimates the effects of network
contention. Its prediction error can be up to a factor of 4
when 128 processors are involved in the All-to-All operation.

For medium messages, the hybrid model is again the best
contender, with a low prediction error for up to 64 nodes, while
the LogGPS model is again too optimistic. For such a message
size, the lack of latency and bandwidth correction factors in the
fluid model leads to a clear underestimation of the execution
time. Interestingly, when 128 processes are involved in the
collective communication, the actual execution time increases
dramatically while simulated times continue to follow the
same trend. The reason for such a large increase can again
be explained by massive packet dropping in the main switch
that leads to timeouts, and unexpected re-emissions, hence
incurring significant delays compared to usual transmission
time. Modeling such phenomenon would probably be quite
difficult and of little interest since fixing this problem on the
real platform would be much more useful.

The "network collapse" on the machine is due to the switch
dropping packets

We see a lot of .2s TCP timeouts ("TCP incast problem"?)
Replacing those by typical delays would lead to almost perfect
accuracy for our model
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NAS Parallel Benchmarks

simulated times obtained with the hybrid model proposed in
Section IV, the LogGPS model that supersedes all the delay-
based models, and a fluid model that is a basic linear flow-level
model whose validation for WAN studies was done in [43].

We did not limit our study to overall execution times
as they may hide compensation effects, and do not provide
any information as to whether an application is compute or
communication bound or how different phases may or may
not overlap. Our experimental study makes use of Gantt charts
to compare traces visually as well as quantitatively. We rely
on CSV files, R, and org-mode to describe the complete
workflow going from raw data the graphs presented in this
paper, ensuring full reproducibility of our analysis.

I don’t know if the previous paragraph should stay since
our org file is not the cleanest thing either. . . } I think that
referencing workflows from docs is good, but maybe including
all of the analysis code in the file is not the best.}

B. NAS Parallel Benchmarks

The NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) are a suite of pro-
grams commonly used to assess the performance of parallel
platforms. In this article, we only report results for two of these
applications but results for other applications are also available
in [6]. The LU benchmark is an iterative computation of a LU
factorization. At each iteration, it exhibits a communication
scheme that forms a wave going from the first process to
the last one and back. The second studied benchmark is CG
(Conjugate Gradient). It has a complex communication scheme
that is composed of a large number of point-to-point transfers
of small messages. Moreover, processors are organized in
a hierarchy of groups. At each level communications occur
within a group and then between groups. This benchmark is
then very sensitive to the mapping of the MPI processes on to
the physical processors with regard to network organization,
particularly in non-homogeneous topologies. For this series
of experiments, we use the off-line simulation capacities of
SMPI, i.e., execution traces of the benchmark are first acquired
from a real system and then replayed in a simulated context.

Both benchmarks are evaluated with two class of instances,
B, and C, where C is the larger instance. A classical goal
when studying the performance of an application or of a new
cluster is to evaluate how well the application scales for a
given instance. Figure 6 shows the speedup as measured on
the graphene cluster and as obtained with the studied models.
For every experiment we ensured that both simulated and real
node mapping corresponds to each others.

For the LU benchmark we can see that for the class B
instances, the hybrid and LogGPS model provide an excellent
estimation of speedup evolution. As could be expected, the
fluid model provides an over-optimistic estimation, which can
be explained by its poor ability to accurately model transmis-
sion time of small messages and computation/communication
overlap. For the class C instance, although the hybrid model
provides a slightly better estimation than the LogGPS model,
both predict an optimistic scaling of this application. We think,
this can be explained by the fact that none of these models
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Figure 6. Comparison between simulated and actual execution times for three
NAS parallel benchmarks.

include a noise component. Indeed, the communication pattern
of LU is very sensitive to noise as each process has to wait
for the reception of a message before sending its own data.
Such a phenomenon is given by Figure 7 that shows a period
of 0.2 seconds of the execution of the LU benchmark with
32 processes. The upper part of this figure displays the actual
execution while the lower corresponds to the simulation of the
same phase with the hybrid model. Deterministic models such
as LogGPS or hybrid slightly underestimate these synchro-
nization phases and small delay adds up, which hinders the
application scalability. However, Figure 7 clearly shows that
despite the small time scale, the simulation correctly renders
the general communication pattern of this benchmark and that
Figure 6 does not hide a bad, but lucky, estimation of each
component of the execution time.

Figure 7. Part of the Gantt chart of the execution of the LU benchmark with
32 processes. The upper part displays the actual execution while the lower is
the simulation with the hybrid model. Black areas comprise thousands wave-
structured micro messages.

The results obtained for the CG benchmark are more
discriminating. Indeed, this benchmark transfers messages that
never fall in the large category. As can be observed, both the
LogGPS and fluid models fail to provide good estimations
and largely underestimate the total time. Our hybrid model
produces excellent estimation except on the class B instance
with 128 nodes. To determine if the source of this gap comes
from a bad estimation by the model or a problem during the
actual execution, we compared more carefully the two traces.
Our main suspect was the actual execution, which is confirmed
by the Gantt chart presented in Figure 8.

The execution time on the class B instance is 14.4 seconds
while the prediction of the hybrid model is only of 9.9
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Conclusion

After a lot of work, we have a decent and fast simulation model for
TCP communications and for MPI/TCP communications

How we got there:
A lot of trial and error
Not over-parameterize everything even though network behaviors
are extremely complex
Placing as much emphasis on invalidation as on validation, and
designing critical experiments
Learning to live with the "hard to find a typical system" reality
Overall, about 10 years of research!

So now, what do we do with it?
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SIMGRID: history

A 17-year old open-source project:
http://simgrid.gforge.inria.fr

v1: 1999
A tool to prototype/evaluate scheduling heuristics, with naïve
models
Essentially: a way to not have to draw Gantt charts by hand

v2: 2001
First TCP flow-level model, new MSG API

v3: 2005
Full rewrite, stability, documentation, packaging, portability,
scalability, functionality, ...

Current release: v3.13 (April 2016)
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Software stack

toward scalability and e�ciency, but GridSim still su↵ers from scalability issues (as demonstrated in Section 6.3).
We hypothesize that this is because simulated processes are not the only simulated entities in GridSim. Instead,
every platform elements (such as network links and compute nodes) are also registered as active simulation entities
that interact with other entities through simulation events. For example, when process A wants to send a message
to another process B, it fires a no-delay event to the first link of the network path. Upon reception of this event, the
link fires an event onto the next link of the path, with a network delay. Having each platform element represented
as an active simulation entity may seem sensible, but it highly increases the computational load of the simulation.
It also greatly increases the complexity of the source code. We feel that this design may be a cause of the validity
bugs presented in Section 2.2.1, which occur for simple scenarios.

SimGrid, like GridSim, allows users to describe the simulated application as a set of concurrent processes. By
contrast with GridSim, and as detailed in Section 3 and 6.2, these processes are the only active simulation entities,
continuations are used instead of threads to encapsulate these processes, and the simulation kernel manages the
processes using ad-hoc e�cient mechanisms. These design decisions and implementation mechanisms lead to
dramatically improved performance and scalability compared to state-of-the-art simulators.

3. SimGrid design and objectives
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Figure 1: Design and internals of SimGrid.

3.1. Software stack
Figure 1 shows the main components in the design of SimGrid, and depicts some of the key concepts in this

design. The top part of the figure shows the three APIs through which users can develop simulators. The MSG
API allows users to describe a simulated application as a set of concurrent processes. These processes execute
code implemented by the user (in C, Java, Lua, or Ruby), and place MSG calls to simulate computation and
communication activities. The SMPI API is also used to simulate applications as sets of concurrent processes,
but these processes are created automatically from an existing application written in C or Fortran that uses the
MPI standard. MSG thus makes it possible to simulate any arbitrary application, while SMPI makes it possible
to simulate existing, unmodified MPI applications. The mechanisms for simulating the concurrent processes for
both these APIs are implemented as part of a layer called SIMIX, which is a kernel (in the Operating Systems
sense of the term) that provides process control and synchronization abstractions. The set of concurrent processes
is depicted in the SIMIX box in the figure. All processes synchronize on a set of condition variables, also shown
in the figure. Each condition variable corresponds to a simulated activity, computation or communication, and
is used to ensure that concurrent processes wait on activity completion to make progress throughout (simulated)
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toward scalability and e�ciency, but GridSim still su↵ers from scalability issues (as demonstrated in Section 6.3).
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to another process B, it fires a no-delay event to the first link of the network path. Upon reception of this event, the
link fires an event onto the next link of the path, with a network delay. Having each platform element represented
as an active simulation entity may seem sensible, but it highly increases the computational load of the simulation.
It also greatly increases the complexity of the source code. We feel that this design may be a cause of the validity
bugs presented in Section 2.2.1, which occur for simple scenarios.

SimGrid, like GridSim, allows users to describe the simulated application as a set of concurrent processes. By
contrast with GridSim, and as detailed in Section 3 and 6.2, these processes are the only active simulation entities,
continuations are used instead of threads to encapsulate these processes, and the simulation kernel manages the
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3.1. Software stack
Figure 1 shows the main components in the design of SimGrid, and depicts some of the key concepts in this

design. The top part of the figure shows the three APIs through which users can develop simulators. The MSG
API allows users to describe a simulated application as a set of concurrent processes. These processes execute
code implemented by the user (in C, Java, Lua, or Ruby), and place MSG calls to simulate computation and
communication activities. The SMPI API is also used to simulate applications as sets of concurrent processes,
but these processes are created automatically from an existing application written in C or Fortran that uses the
MPI standard. MSG thus makes it possible to simulate any arbitrary application, while SMPI makes it possible
to simulate existing, unmodified MPI applications. The mechanisms for simulating the concurrent processes for
both these APIs are implemented as part of a layer called SIMIX, which is a kernel (in the Operating Systems
sense of the term) that provides process control and synchronization abstractions. The set of concurrent processes
is depicted in the SIMIX box in the figure. All processes synchronize on a set of condition variables, also shown
in the figure. Each condition variable corresponds to a simulated activity, computation or communication, and
is used to ensure that concurrent processes wait on activity completion to make progress throughout (simulated)
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toward scalability and e�ciency, but GridSim still su↵ers from scalability issues (as demonstrated in Section 6.3).
We hypothesize that this is because simulated processes are not the only simulated entities in GridSim. Instead,
every platform elements (such as network links and compute nodes) are also registered as active simulation entities
that interact with other entities through simulation events. For example, when process A wants to send a message
to another process B, it fires a no-delay event to the first link of the network path. Upon reception of this event, the
link fires an event onto the next link of the path, with a network delay. Having each platform element represented
as an active simulation entity may seem sensible, but it highly increases the computational load of the simulation.
It also greatly increases the complexity of the source code. We feel that this design may be a cause of the validity
bugs presented in Section 2.2.1, which occur for simple scenarios.

SimGrid, like GridSim, allows users to describe the simulated application as a set of concurrent processes. By
contrast with GridSim, and as detailed in Section 3 and 6.2, these processes are the only active simulation entities,
continuations are used instead of threads to encapsulate these processes, and the simulation kernel manages the
processes using ad-hoc e�cient mechanisms. These design decisions and implementation mechanisms lead to
dramatically improved performance and scalability compared to state-of-the-art simulators.
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3.1. Software stack
Figure 1 shows the main components in the design of SimGrid, and depicts some of the key concepts in this

design. The top part of the figure shows the three APIs through which users can develop simulators. The MSG
API allows users to describe a simulated application as a set of concurrent processes. These processes execute
code implemented by the user (in C, Java, Lua, or Ruby), and place MSG calls to simulate computation and
communication activities. The SMPI API is also used to simulate applications as sets of concurrent processes,
but these processes are created automatically from an existing application written in C or Fortran that uses the
MPI standard. MSG thus makes it possible to simulate any arbitrary application, while SMPI makes it possible
to simulate existing, unmodified MPI applications. The mechanisms for simulating the concurrent processes for
both these APIs are implemented as part of a layer called SIMIX, which is a kernel (in the Operating Systems
sense of the term) that provides process control and synchronization abstractions. The set of concurrent processes
is depicted in the SIMIX box in the figure. All processes synchronize on a set of condition variables, also shown
in the figure. Each condition variable corresponds to a simulated activity, computation or communication, and
is used to ensure that concurrent processes wait on activity completion to make progress throughout (simulated)
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XML Platform Description Example #1

my_platform.xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE platform SYSTEM "http://simgrid.gforge.inria.fr/simgrid/simgrid.dtd">

<platform version="4">
<AS id="mynetwork" routing="Full">

<host id="host1" speed="1E6" />
<host id="host2" speed="1E8" />
<host id="host3" speed="1E6" />
<host id="host4" speed="1E9" />

<link id="link1" bandwidth="1E4" latency="1E-3" />
<link id="link2" bandwidth="1E5" latency="1E-2" />
<link id="link3" bandwidth="1E6" latency="1E-2" />
<link id="link4" bandwidth="1E6" latency="1E-1" />

<route src="host1" dst="host2"> <link id="link1"/> <link id="link2"/> </route>
<route src="host1" dst="host3"> <link id="link1"/> <link id="link3"/> </route>
<route src="host1" dst="host4"> <link id="link1"/> <link id="link4"/> </route>

</AS>
</platform>
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XML Platform Description Example #2

my_platform.xml
<?xml version=’1.0’?>
<!DOCTYPE platform SYSTEM "http://simgrid.gforge.inria.fr/simgrid/simgrid.dtd">
<platform version="4">
<AS id="AS0" routing="Full">

<cluster id="my_cluster_1" prefix="C1-" suffix=".hawaii.edu" radical="0-7" speed="200Gf" bw="10Gbps"
lat="50us" bb_bw="2.25GBps" bb_lat="500us" />
<cluster id="my_cluster_2" prefix="C2-" suffix=".hawaii.edu" radical="0-7" speed="250Gf" bw="10Gbps"

lat="50us" />
<cluster id="my_cluster_3" prefix="C3-" suffix=".hawaii.edu" radical="0-3" speed="300Gf" bw="10Gbps"

lat="50us" />
<link id="internet_backbone1" bandwidth="40Mbps" latency="100us" />
<link id="internet_backbone2" bandwidth="50Mbps" latency="300us" />
<link id="internet_backbone3" bandwidth="20Mbps" latency="300us" />
<ASroute src="my_cluster_1" dst="my_cluster_2" gw_src="C1-my_cluster_1_router.hawaii.edu"

gw_dst="C2-my_cluster_2_router.hawaii.edu" symmetrical="YES">
<link_ctn id="internet_backbone1" />
<link_ctn id="internet_backbone2" />

</ASroute>
<ASroute src="my_cluster_1" dst="my_cluster_3" gw_src="C1-my_cluster_1_router.hawaii.edu"

gw_dst="C3-my_cluster_3_router.hawaii.edu" symmetrical="YES">
<link_ctn id="internet_backbone1" />
<link_ctn id="internet_backbone3" />

</ASroute>
<ASroute src="my_cluster_2" dst="my_cluster_3" gw_src="C2-my_cluster_2_router.hawaii.edu"

gw_dst="C3-my_cluster_3_router.hawaii.edu" symmetrical="YES">
<link_ctn id="internet_backbone2" />
<link_ctn id="internet_backbone3" />

</ASroute>
</AS>
</platform>
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XML Platform Description Example #2
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Simulation core

toward scalability and e�ciency, but GridSim still su↵ers from scalability issues (as demonstrated in Section 6.3).
We hypothesize that this is because simulated processes are not the only simulated entities in GridSim. Instead,
every platform elements (such as network links and compute nodes) are also registered as active simulation entities
that interact with other entities through simulation events. For example, when process A wants to send a message
to another process B, it fires a no-delay event to the first link of the network path. Upon reception of this event, the
link fires an event onto the next link of the path, with a network delay. Having each platform element represented
as an active simulation entity may seem sensible, but it highly increases the computational load of the simulation.
It also greatly increases the complexity of the source code. We feel that this design may be a cause of the validity
bugs presented in Section 2.2.1, which occur for simple scenarios.

SimGrid, like GridSim, allows users to describe the simulated application as a set of concurrent processes. By
contrast with GridSim, and as detailed in Section 3 and 6.2, these processes are the only active simulation entities,
continuations are used instead of threads to encapsulate these processes, and the simulation kernel manages the
processes using ad-hoc e�cient mechanisms. These design decisions and implementation mechanisms lead to
dramatically improved performance and scalability compared to state-of-the-art simulators.

3. SimGrid design and objectives
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Figure 1: Design and internals of SimGrid.

3.1. Software stack
Figure 1 shows the main components in the design of SimGrid, and depicts some of the key concepts in this

design. The top part of the figure shows the three APIs through which users can develop simulators. The MSG
API allows users to describe a simulated application as a set of concurrent processes. These processes execute
code implemented by the user (in C, Java, Lua, or Ruby), and place MSG calls to simulate computation and
communication activities. The SMPI API is also used to simulate applications as sets of concurrent processes,
but these processes are created automatically from an existing application written in C or Fortran that uses the
MPI standard. MSG thus makes it possible to simulate any arbitrary application, while SMPI makes it possible
to simulate existing, unmodified MPI applications. The mechanisms for simulating the concurrent processes for
both these APIs are implemented as part of a layer called SIMIX, which is a kernel (in the Operating Systems
sense of the term) that provides process control and synchronization abstractions. The set of concurrent processes
is depicted in the SIMIX box in the figure. All processes synchronize on a set of condition variables, also shown
in the figure. Each condition variable corresponds to a simulated activity, computation or communication, and
is used to ensure that concurrent processes wait on activity completion to make progress throughout (simulated)

9
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Simulation core

The SURF component implements all simulation models
All application activities are called actions
SURF keeps track of all actions:

Work to do
Work that remains to be done
Link to a set of variables

All action variables occur in constraints
Capture the fact that actions use one of more resources

SURF solves the a (modified) Max-min constrained optimization
problem between each simulation event

See previous seminar for more details

Let’s explain the example in the figure...
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Simulation core

toward scalability and e�ciency, but GridSim still su↵ers from scalability issues (as demonstrated in Section 6.3).
We hypothesize that this is because simulated processes are not the only simulated entities in GridSim. Instead,
every platform elements (such as network links and compute nodes) are also registered as active simulation entities
that interact with other entities through simulation events. For example, when process A wants to send a message
to another process B, it fires a no-delay event to the first link of the network path. Upon reception of this event, the
link fires an event onto the next link of the path, with a network delay. Having each platform element represented
as an active simulation entity may seem sensible, but it highly increases the computational load of the simulation.
It also greatly increases the complexity of the source code. We feel that this design may be a cause of the validity
bugs presented in Section 2.2.1, which occur for simple scenarios.

SimGrid, like GridSim, allows users to describe the simulated application as a set of concurrent processes. By
contrast with GridSim, and as detailed in Section 3 and 6.2, these processes are the only active simulation entities,
continuations are used instead of threads to encapsulate these processes, and the simulation kernel manages the
processes using ad-hoc e�cient mechanisms. These design decisions and implementation mechanisms lead to
dramatically improved performance and scalability compared to state-of-the-art simulators.
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3.1. Software stack
Figure 1 shows the main components in the design of SimGrid, and depicts some of the key concepts in this

design. The top part of the figure shows the three APIs through which users can develop simulators. The MSG
API allows users to describe a simulated application as a set of concurrent processes. These processes execute
code implemented by the user (in C, Java, Lua, or Ruby), and place MSG calls to simulate computation and
communication activities. The SMPI API is also used to simulate applications as sets of concurrent processes,
but these processes are created automatically from an existing application written in C or Fortran that uses the
MPI standard. MSG thus makes it possible to simulate any arbitrary application, while SMPI makes it possible
to simulate existing, unmodified MPI applications. The mechanisms for simulating the concurrent processes for
both these APIs are implemented as part of a layer called SIMIX, which is a kernel (in the Operating Systems
sense of the term) that provides process control and synchronization abstractions. The set of concurrent processes
is depicted in the SIMIX box in the figure. All processes synchronize on a set of condition variables, also shown
in the figure. Each condition variable corresponds to a simulated activity, computation or communication, and
is used to ensure that concurrent processes wait on activity completion to make progress throughout (simulated)
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Visualization of SIMGRID simulations

SIMGRID comes with various visualization tools and options
Useful for simulation debugging and for research

time slice

time slice time slicetime slice

1st Space Aggregation 2nd Space AggregationGroupA

GroupB
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The SMPI API

Designed to simulate unmodified Message Passing Interface
(MPI) applications
Uses the combined point-to-point and flow-level model of MPI
communication delays
SMPI can be used in two modes:

1 Off-line simulations
2 On-line simulations
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Off-line MPI Simulations with SMPI

In off-line simulation SMPI “replays” traces acquired from
real-world application executions
Many MPI off-line simulators have been developed
These simulators essentially scale the delays found in the traces,
which has several drawback

Replay requires a very, very precise description of the trace
acquisition platform
Time delays hide complex behaviors (e.g., contention), which
makes replay inaccurate

Instead SMPI relies on time-independent traces
Cycles and bytes, instead of seconds

Several “scalability tricks” for trace acquisition and trace replay
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On-line MPI Simulations with SMPI

In on-line simulation, the application code runs and MPI calls are
intercepted and passed to SIMGRID’s simulation core via SMPI
The big question is: how can this possibly scale?
"Tricks" are used to allow simulation on a single computer

CPU burst durations are sampled a few times and then "replayed"
for free
Arrays are shared among simulated MPI processes, which reduced
memory footprint (but loses data-dependent application behavior)

To the best of our knowledge, SMPI is the first simulator that
allows both off-line and on-line simulation of MPI applications
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SIMGRID: not only a Research Tool

The vast majority of SIMGRID users are researchers who need a
tool for empirical research
But as it turns out it can be used for other purposes:

Debugging (model-checking)
On-line simulations
Teaching
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Teaching an HPC course

Most universities have a (graduate) HPC course
Teaching HPC can be done in many ways
But, often, one wants students to write parallel programs to run on
a cluster
And often, these programs are written using MPI
Easy enough: get a cluster, get accounts for students, and let’s go!

Let’s look at what’s good about this, and what’s bad about this...
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What’s Good About Teaching with a Real Cluster

Students get to experience a real-world environment

That’s pretty much it ¨̂
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What’s Bad About Teaching with a Real Cluster (1)

Perhaps you don’t have a cluster at all
Your institution doesn’t have one (e.g., may non-Ph.D.-granting
institutions in the US)
Or your institution has a cluster but you can’t use it

"This cluster is for researchers only!"
"You need to pay for it!"
"What? you want me to create account for inexperienced students
who are going to break things???"

Let’s assume you have a cluster...
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What’s Bad About Teaching with a Real Cluster (2)

A real system can get in the way of learning:
Real systems have down-times, upgrades, particular features

"I couldn’t complete the assignment because the system was down
this weekend"

Real systems are typically shared, and suffer from load spikes
"I couldn’t complete the assignment because the queue waiting times
were 2 days"

There can even be competition among students
"I couldn’t complete the assignment because John was hogging the
machine"

This is typically a lot of work for the instructor

Let’s assume you have a dedicated, stable cluster...
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What’s Bad About Teaching with a Real Cluster (3)

Student experience is limited by the cluster configuration
"If the cluster had a faster network, then we’d see something
interesting here..."
"If the cluster interconnect had very low latency, then this wouldn’t
matter..."
"If the cluster had heterogeneous nodes, we’d see something
different..."
"If the cluster was larger, then we’d see scalability limits of this
algorithm..."

It gets really unconvincing to constantly speak about hypothetical
scenarios that would take place on machines we don’t have
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Using Simulation Instead

Perhaps you have access to various nice clusters for teaching
purposes, in which case you’re fine

But you’re not in the majority!
For the rest of us, another option is to use simulation

Perhaps in addition to a real system

This is what I’ve been doing for 3 years when teaching ICS632
("Principles of High Performance Computing") at the University of
Hawai‘i at Mānoa using SMPI/SIMGRID
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ICS632 at UH Mānoa

ICS632 teaches parallel computing with MPI
Fall 2014: Simulation only
Fall 2015: Simulation and a cluster
Fall 2016: Simulation and a cluster

Overall a really positive experience
The instructor wastes less time
The students learn more (and more actively by tweaking the
simulation)

As a result, I developed an open-source set of pedagogic
modules...
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SMPI_CourseWare

https://simgrid.github.io/SMPI_CourseWare/

A set of modules, organized by topics
Acquiring MPI basics, writing correct MPI programs, understanding
performance issues

Each module is a self-contained step-by-step assignment
Intended audience:

Instructors (as a complement to their course material)
(Advanced) students

Released 1 months ago, to early to tell about adoption
Let’s briefly look at the Web site above if we have time...
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The SIMGRID community

SIMGRID is both a usable simulator and a research vehicle
Research papers with results obtained with SIMGRID
Research papers about SIMGRID itself

SIMGRID has a large user community and a large development
team
SIMGRID is well-funded for the upcoming years
SIMGRID welcomes collaborators, patches, comments, typo fixes
in the documentation ,
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